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University, where she teaches and engages community-based research with
Aboriginal communities on traditional and restorative justice, and resistance
and the rise of alternative economies within Aboriginal Canada. She has
extensive experience living and working in Aboriginal communities, including
the Mohawk community at Kahnawake and the Ouje-Bougoumou Cree
Nation in Quebec; in her capacity as an Indian Claims Commissioner for the
federal government, she has visited and recorded oral histories and testimony
in Aboriginal communities in British Columbia and Saskatchewan. She has
authored numerous articles on community justice and tradition, as well as on
Aboriginal involvement in the Aboriginal cross-border (Canada–United States)
economy. Dr. Dickson-Gilmore has acted as an expert witness in proceedings
before the Federal Court of Canada and the Canadian Human Rights
Commission, and has provided expert advice to the Smithsonian Institution’s
National Museum of the American Indian. In 2007–2008, Dr. Dickson-Gilmore
was a Leverhulme visiting professor at the University of the West of England
in Bristol, where she worked with Dr. Michael Woodiwiss on an ongoing,
collaborative project on indigenous peoples, alternative economies and
organized crime.
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INTRODUCTION

The relationship between Aboriginal people and Canadian law has long been 
a subject of study, prompted by disproportionate rates of conflict and disorder
within many aboriginal communities, and the over-representation of their
members at virtually every level of the Canadian criminal justice system. For the
most part, the latter has been the result of a somewhat curious polarization of
criminal activity. To one end of the offending spectrum, we have seen a bulge
created by high rates of relatively minor crime comprising primarily public order
and administrative offences; opposite this, we encounter disturbing amounts 
of violent crime against the person, almost always involving some manner of
substance abuse and transpiring within a family context.1 And while crime rates
for Canada generally have shown a remarkably consistent decline over the past
two decades2, there is little indication that any of the many aboriginal justice
initiatives instituted over this period have successfully undermined extant
aboriginal offending patterns or contributed significantly to a reduction 
in over-representation.3
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1 On aboriginal offending patterns as well as the phenomenon of over-representation, please
consult “Communities and Conflict: Offending Patterns and Over-representation”, in E.J.
Dickson-Gilmore and Carol LaPrairie, Will the Circle be Unbroken: Aborginal Communities,
Restorative Justice, and the Challenges of Conflict and Change, (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 2005), 27-41; Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, The Over-representation of
Aboriginal People in the Justice System (Ottawa: Statistics Canada, 2000); see also: Statistics
Canada, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, Aboriginal Peoples  in Canada, Canadian Centre
for Justice Statistics Profile Series, June 2001. 

2 According to the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, between 1990 and 1998 (the most recent
year for which Juristat commented on the matter) overall crime rates in Canada declined steadily and
by a rate of 22% – making 1998 crime rates as low as 
the rates recorded in 1979. What is perhaps most interesting, is that despite this decrease in rates of
crime, as of 1978, 75% of Canadians believe that crime rates were getting worse! As will be seen,
this remarkable gap between the reality of crime rates and 
the perceptions of the same by the Canadian public in this juncture (1990-1998) is significant, and
has implications for the analysis undertaken in this paper. Statistics Canada, Canadian Centre for
Justice Statistics, “The Justice Factfinder”, 1998, Juristat, vol.20, no.4 (2000),
www.statcan.ca/english/freepub/85-002-XIE/0040085-002-XIE.pdf

3 Statistics Canada, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, “Aboriginal People as Victims and Offenders,
The Daily, 6 June 2006 www.statcan.ca/Daily/english/060606/d060606.htm 
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This pattern of disorganized, capricious offending has come to be associated
in the popular consciousness with the disorganized and dysfunctional reality
characterizing too many aboriginal communities, and both perception and
reality have proven remarkably entrenched and enduring. Given this, the
association after 1990 of some members of those communities and their
activities with ‘organized crime groups’ and ‘organized crime’, respectively,
seemed at best unprecedented, and at worst, a signal that aboriginal
offending was assuming a new and quite disturbing direction.

While the academic community struggled – and continues to struggle – over
precisely what such a designation as “organized crime” might mean4, it soon
became clear that, for policing agencies within Canada, the aboriginal-based
variants of such offending were constituted primarily through two activities:
those of aboriginal youth gangs; and the cross-border contraband economy,

2 GOVERNANCE, GLOBALIZATION AND UNRULY POPULATIONS

4 Countless minds have spent abundant time, energies and ink attempting to provide a definition of the
term ‘organized crime’, to limited avail. When looking at those activities which have been deemed
aboriginal organized crime, especially the cross border economy, what we see is very much
reminiscent of Haller’s views of organized crime groups. For Haller, such groups are characterized by
relatively fluid, more or less formalized partnerships which are both reminiscent of, and facilitated by,
so-called legitimate corporate structures and efforts to regulate them, respectively. In the case of
Mohawks and the cross-border economy, while there are some individuals who certainly have more
‘say’ in how activities are organized and conducted, it seems safe to suggest that these people, with
their closest associates (who may or may not have a kin affiliation) comprise a relatively enduring core
of the group, around which radiate a network of associates who, as the distance between them and
the core grows, become increasingly replaceable or expendable. As an individual’s role and reputation
within the larger community are never entirely separate from public perceptions of their nuclear and
extended families, roles in the group involved in cross-border activity may overlap with, and be
influenced by, a range of both competing and complementary identities. On the definition of
‘organized crime’ see: Margaret Beare and R.T. Naylor, Major Issues Relating to Organized Crime:
Within the Context of Economic Relationships, (Ottawa: Law Commission of Canada, April 1999);
Margaret Beare, “Introduction”, in Margaret Beare, (ed.), Critical Reflections on Transnational
Organized Crime, Money Laundering and Corruption, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003),
xi-xxix; Jeffrey Scott McIllwain, “Organized Crime: A Social Network Approach”, Crime Law and
Social Change vol.32 (1999): 301-323. On these definitions and aboriginal-based organized crime,
see: E.J. Dickson-Gilmore and C. Whitehead, Aboriginal Organized Crime in Canada: Developing a
Typology for Understanding and Strategizing Responses. Ottawa: Paper prepared for the Research
and Evaluation Branch, Community, Contract and Aboriginal Policing Services Directorate, Royal
Canadian Mounted Police, 2003).
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defined below, which is a vibrant part of some border communities’ economic
self-determination.5

In the analysis which follows, a brief description of the variants of ‘aboriginal
organized crime’ will be followed by a focus on the cross-border activity
which centres upon the transportation of a range of both licit and illicit
commodities across the Canada-United States border. Looking to the long
history of the aboriginal cross-border economy among the Mohawks of
southern Quebec and Ontario, Canada, discussion will turn to how it is that
this rights-based activity came to be criminalized in the latter moments of 
the twentieth century. My argument will be that the coincident currents of 
an unprecedented rise in aboriginal nationalism and activism, combined with
the onset of globalization and its attendant anxieties over state efficacy and
control, rendered the designation of the cross-border economy as a form 
of ‘organized crime’ activity virtually inevitable.

‘Organizing’ Aboriginal Offending

As noted above, aboriginal organized crime as understood by Canada’s Criminal
Intelligence Service consists primarily of two categories of activity. The first,
which is not a focus in this paper, is that of aboriginal gangs. These groups,
consisting primarily of aboriginal youth, seem very much a prairie phenomenon,
and predominate in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta – 
the same locations which, not surprisingly, are home to the most consistently
disadvantaged, at-risk aboriginal populations6 and the greatest degree of 
over-representation.7 The latter is important, as aboriginal gangs are not a solely
urban phenomenon, and much of their seepage into rural, reserve communities
across the prairies has come about through connections young people make
while incarcerated. These youth, many of whom are sent to southern prisons
from far-flung, isolated reserves, encounter and often join gangs inside
institutions. Upon release, they return to their communities, carrying their gang
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5 See, for example, Criminal Intelligence Service Canada, CISC National Monitored Issues: Aboriginal
Based Organized Crime (ABOC), in CISC Annual Reports (Ottawa, 1997-2004), at www.cisc.gc.ca.

6 Dickson-Gilmore & LaPrairie, Will the Circle be Unbroken, 20, 33.
7 Dickson-Gilmore & LaPrairie, supra, 32.
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affiliation with them and draw upon kin and friends to further expand the
gang’s membership. As CISC confirms that the primary currency of gangs is 
the trafficking of drugs, the insertion of gangs into rural reserves is thus often
accompanied by drugs and the violence and related criminal activities which
seem common partners of that trade.8

Of more interest to the present analysis is the cross-border economy which first
became notorious for the smuggling of contraband cigarettes. The illicit market
for ‘butt-legged’ cigarettes was, as is so often the case, a creation of the same
state which later sought to police and control it. Over the juncture spanning the
mid-1980s and through the 1990s, the Canadian government applied escalating
rates of ‘sin taxes’ and duties to cigarettes. These levies were sufficient to
magnify the price of a pack of cigarettes in Canada by as much as three-times
that paid in the United States for the same product. The existence of what
many Canadians considered an unconscionable rate of taxation, coupled with
the separation of smokers from much cheaper cigarettes by the world’s longest
unguarded border – a border which bisects three Mohawk communities and is 
a focus of much Mohawk political discontent and activism – created the perfect
conditions for the rise of a cross-border trade in contraband cigarettes.9

The trade worked like this: cigarettes manufactured in Canada which remained
for sale in that country were subject to a wide array of taxes; those which the
manufacturers exported to other countries, while subject to duties and taxes
imposed by those countries, were not required to pay the Canadian taxes 
or duties. By simply driving across the Canada-U.S. border, an enterprising
individual could purchase a package of cigarettes for approximately $5.00 less
than he would have paid in Canada for the same pack. If he could hide that
purchase from customs officials at the border, he would soon be enjoying the
pathway to cancer and ill-health at a remarkably reduced cost and smug in 

4 GOVERNANCE, GLOBALIZATION AND UNRULY POPULATIONS

8 Criminal Intelligence Service Canada, CISC National Monitored Issues: Aboriginal Based
Organized Crime (ABOC), in CISC Annual Reports (Ottawa, 1997-2004), at www.cisc.gc.ca.

9 Ruth Jamieson, “‘Contested Jurisdiction Border Communities’ and Cross-border Crime – the Case of
Akwesasne”, Crime, Law and Social Change, vol.30  (1999): 259-272; Ruth Jamieson, Nigel South
and Ian Taylor, “Economic Liberalization and Cross-Border Crime: The North American Free Trade
Area and Canada’s Border with the U.S.A., Part I” International Journal of the Sociology of Law,
vol.26 (1998): 245-272; Ruth Jamieson, Nigel South and Ian Taylor, “Economic Liberalization and
Cross-Border Crime: The North American Free Trade Area and Canada’s Border with the U.S.A., Part
II” International Journal of the Sociology of Law, vol.26 (1998): 285-319.
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the knowledge that he had beaten the taxman and the customs officials who
would do his bidding.

Recognizing the larger marketplace for tax- and duty-free smokes, those 
with more entrepreneurial ambitions began to smuggle large quantities of
contraband cigarettes, for significant profit. Nowhere was this ambition more
pronounced than in the Mohawk communities which would come to define
the ‘contraband corridor’: Akwesasne and St. Regis, which straddle the
Canada-U.S. borders as well as the provincial and state borders of Ontario,
Quebec and New York State; Kahnawake, south of the city of Montreal in
Quebec; and, later on, Kahnesatake near Oka, Quebec.  These communities,
facing like most aboriginal communities in Canada and the United States
limited routes to affluence and upward mobility, and in possession of a right
to purchase cigarettes free of federal taxes and duties, were quick to act upon
the potential for economic development – both personal and communal –
in the contraband cigarette business.  

Their right to possess tax- and duty-free cigarettes was underscored by the
Mohawks’ aboriginal right to free passage over the Canada-U.S. border. 
This right was acknowledged and confirmed in a series of colonial treaties,
specifically the Treaty of Utrecht of 1713, Articles II and III of the Jay Treaty of
1794, and the Treaty of Ghent of 1815. The Jay Treaty is the most commonly
cited source of cross-border rights, as Article II recognizes the right to free
movement of aboriginal peoples for trade and diplomacy, while Article III states
that they are not to be charged duties on goods carried across that border
which are for individual or community purposes.10 While Canadian courts have
chosen to interpret these rights narrowly, in the view of the Mohawks, the
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10 The Mohawk people have long-asserted that their right to cross the border is an aboriginal right
which has been recognised within these documents. The Canadian government, for its part, has
granted some limited latitude on the matter of certain personal goods, but the sticking point
appears to be at what point goods may no longer be defined as ‘personal’. On the matter of
cross-border rights, see: Jamieson, “Contested Jurisdiction Border Communities and Cross-border
Crime – the Case of Akwesasne”, Crime, Law and Social Change 30 (1999), 263; John F. Leslie,
The Treaty of Amity, Commerce and Navigation, 1794-1796, The Jay Treaty. Ottawa: Treaties
and Historical Research Branch, Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, December 1979;
R.F. Salisbury, Indians and the Canada-U.S. Border, unpublished paper, McGill University,
Montreal, Quebec, 1977. For the position of Canada on 
this matter, see; Mitchell v. M.N.R. [2001] S.C.R. 911 at www.lexum.umontreal.ca/csc-
scc/pub/2001/vol1/html/2001scr1/0911.html. 
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combination of their aboriginal and treaty rights, as well as their rights to be
freed from some Canadian taxes within their reserves, render their activities
legitimate. Butt-legging is, in this light, a legitimate undertaking rendered illicit
only by virtue of the Canadian government’s decision to make it so.

Taking advantage of both land and riverine routes which run through the
Mohawk territory and link the Canadian and American sides of the reserve,
Mohawks would purchase cigarettes in the U.S., smuggle them across the
reserve and distribute them through Akwesasne and Kahnawake for sale at
highly discounted prices in the many ‘smoke shops’ operating on reserve lands.
The willing consumers of butt-legged cigarettes were predominantly ‘law-
abiding’ citizens from Canadian communities bordering on the reserves.
Although it is illegal for these people to possess contraband cigarettes, there
appeared to be considerable police ambivalence about apprehending smoke
shop clientele leaving reserves and confiscating smuggled smokes, or charging
those purchasing them. 

Given the profits involved, it is surprising that the Mohawks did not face more
competition in the contraband marketplace. Even limited participation in the
cross-border economy was highly lucrative, and at the height of the trade, “an
automobile crossing into Canada with ten-to-fifteen cases of cigarettes had a
potential to make in a single trip a profit of $14,250.00…[;] a single tractor-trailer
loaded with 1200 cases of cigarettes could make a profit of $1,140,000.00”.11

It appeared that the Canadian market for contraband cigarettes was bullish, 
and whereas in “1986, 1 in 176 cigarettes was contraband; in 1990 the estimate
was 1 in 45… in 1992 the estimate was 1 in 6”.12

Not that there was a complete absence of competition in the contraband cigarette
economy. As observed by Beare and others, the ‘diplomatic community’ was
another location of duty- and tax-free cigarettes, and between 1989 and 1992
the sales of cigarettes amongst diplomatic circles jumped from 18.7 million to
111.4 million.13 “Unless one believes that there was a rampant increase in smoking

6 GOVERNANCE, GLOBALIZATION AND UNRULY POPULATIONS

11 Margaret E. Beare. “Organized Corporate Criminality: Corporate Complicity in Tobacco
Smuggling”, in Margaret E. Beare, (ed.), Critical Reflections on Transnational Organized Crime,
Money Laundering, and Corruption, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003), 185.

12 Beare. “Organized Corporate Criminality”, 186.
13 Beare, ibid.
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amongst the diplomatic corps, this growth indicates…that the diplomatic
community was/is illegally selling its cigarettes”.14 At the same time, it was
apparent to authorities that central Canada’s contraband corridor was not the only
conduit for smuggled commodities, and there were concerns even at this early
date about the cross-border movement of contraband – both cigarettes and
alcohol – in western Canada.15 There was also growing awareness in the late
1980s that butt-legging was very much a corporate initiative as well, and by 1990
evidence of the complicity of the R.J. Reynolds Company in the illicit cross-border
flow of cigarettes between Canada and the US abounded.16 Yet with the
exception of the belated, but nonetheless dramatic pursuit and successful criminal
prosecution of Northern Brands (R.J. Reynolds’ Canadian affiliate) in 1998, it is the

GOVERNANCE, GLOBALIZATION AND UNRULY POPULATIONS   7 

14 Ibid; see also Linquest, Avery, MacDonald Baskerville, Contraband Tobacco and Organized
Crime: An International Perspective, paper presented to the Conference of the International
Association of Law Enforcement Intelligence Analysts, June 26-28, 1996, Ottawa, Ontario.

15 See, for example, Criminal Intelligence Services Canada. Annual Report 2002 (www.cisc.gc.ca),
which confirmed these early reports.

16 Beare and Jamieson describe the major corporate interests involved in the trade, most notably
the R.J. Reynolds Company. By 1990 it was apparent to Canadian authorities that the R.J.
Reynolds Company was actively involved in the illicit cross-border flow of cigarettes between
Canada and the US as a way of avoiding taxes and duties. And yet it took nearly a decade to
flush out the complicit corporation – it wasn’t until 1998 that Northern Brands, Reynold’s
Canadian affiliate, was pressed to concede its guilt in charges relating to participation in the
cross-border smuggling of cigarettes. Conquering the powerful partners to the contraband
cigarette trade had only a limited impact on the trade itself, however, and cigarettes continued 
to be smuggled across the Canada-US border. See: Beare, “Organized Corporate Criminality”,
ibid; Ruth Jamieson, “‘Contested Jurisdiction Border Communities’ and Cross-border Crime – the
Case of Akwesasne”, Crime, Law and Social Change, vol.30 (1999): 259-272; Ruth Jamieson,
Nigel South and Ian Taylor, “Economic Liberalization and Cross-Border Crime: The North
American Free Trade Area and Canada’s Border with the U.S.A., Part I” International Journal of
the Sociology of Law, vol.26 (1998): 245-272; Ruth Jamieson, Nigel South and Ian Taylor,
“Economic Liberalization and Cross-Border Crime: The North American Free Trade Area and
Canada’s Border with the U.S.A., Part II” International Journal of the Sociology of Law, vol.26
(1998):285-319; Linquest, Avery, MacDonald Baskerville, Contraband Tobacco and Organized
Crime: An International Perspective, paper presented to the Conference of the International
Association of Law Enforcement Intelligence Analysts, June 26-28, 1996, Ottawa, Ontario.
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Mohawks and the contraband corridor which have become the most notorious
and popularly-known variant of ‘cross-border’ organized crime.17

Criminalization and Intersecting Activisms: the Cross-border Economy
and the Summer of 1990

While those more elite partners in the contraband cigarette economy were long
able to successfully resist the label of ’organized criminals’18, the Mohawks were
not so fortunate. From the first moments of the rise of an awareness of a cross-
border economy based on contraband cigarettes, “official discussion of the
trade… concentrated on the involvement in the trade of ‘organized crime’ –
particularly associated with Native Indian reservations strategically located on
both sides of the Canadian border”.19 Mohawks and ‘butt-legging’ were set
alongside ‘traditional organized crime groups’ who were believed to have
diversified into the contraband cigarette trade. Seen in this light, Mohawks
active in the trade were classified as a “non-traditional” organized crime group

17 It is beyond the parameters of this paper to engage in content analysis of media coverage of 
the cross-border trade and its attendant focus on the Mohawk communities of the contraband
corridor. However, a perusal of the archives of national newspapers and those operating in the
vicinity of the contraband corridor communities reveals the high level of attention given to those
communities. Even today, papers such as the National Post carry stories about the cigarette
trade, linking the contraband economy to political activism, corrupt police and disrespect for the
rule of law (see: “How Canada’s natives became cigarette smugglers”, National Post,  August
16, 2007; “Illegal cigarette trade thriving in Quebec and Ontario, new study indicates”,
Canadian Press August 2, 2007). A visit to the archives archives of the Annual Reports of the
Criminal Intelligence Services Canada (www.cisc.gc.ca) reinforces the point, as do the archived
press releases of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police website (www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca). See also,
Criminal Intelligence Services Canada, Selected Socio-economic Effects of Organized Crime in
Canada (Ottawa: Criminal Intelligence Services Canada, 2004).

18 I think there is a good argument to be made that the R.J. Reynolds Company, even in the 
wake of its admission of complicity in butt-legging and the sanctioning of Northern Brands 
by the courts, quite successfully resisted the assignment of a criminal label. It remains the
second-largest cigarette company in the United States, and does not appear to be any more
‘demonized’ than other manufacturers of deadly products. Indeed, negative attention to
Reynolds seems to have more to do with the more general acrimony directed at cigarettes and
those associated with the product, than with a conviction for what was, in effect, corporate
lawlessness. On the success of Reynolds in this regard, see Beare, “Organized Corporate
Criminality”, ibid.

19 Jamieson, South and Taylor, “Economic Liberalization and Cross-Border Crime: The North
American Free Trade Area and Canada’s Border with the U.S.A., Part I”, supra, 256.
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which had arisen out of a ‘criminal infrastructure’ on reserves, and which was
rapidly developing significant ‘expertise’ in smuggling.20

In remarkably quick order, entire communities were demonized. Kahnawake 
and Akwesasne in particular were represented to the popular imagination as
somehow violently criminogenic. In this characterization, the cross-border trade
was not a legitimate expression of aboriginal rights or a rational response to
structured marginalization. Rather, the cigarette trade was cast as a parasitic
endeavour which undermined the Canadian economy by robbing the treasury –
and thus good, law-abiding, tax-paying Canadians – of much-needed duties
and taxation revenues. The same Canadians who were quick to criticize the
government’s undue ‘sin tax’ structure proved remarkably amenable to a
characterization of the Mohawks’ cross border activities not as a logical outcome
of precisely the same sort of economic pressures felt by non-Mohawks, but
rather as a pursuit “deriving its energy and inspiration from criminality”.21 In 
so doing, the Mohawks were cast as ‘criminals’ and thus as “suitable enemies”22

of the state. And if there were Canadians who had any doubt of that status, 
the coincidence of the height of the cigarette trade with the violent ‘Indian
summer” of 1990 provided an excellent opportunity for the authorities to 
push their message home.

Barricades and Buttlegging 

The ‘Mohawk crisis’ of the summer of 1990 grew out of a failed specific land
claim which left the people of Kahnesatake without control over a small parcel
of land known as “the Pines”. This acreage had long-functioned as a traditional
meeting place, and contained also a small cemetery; it was unquestionably 
land which had important spiritual and social meaning for the Kahnesatake
Mohawks. When, in March of 1990, the municipality of Oka confirmed that 
it would not back away from plans to develop the Pines to extend a local golf
course and construct luxury condominiums, a small group of Mohawks occupied
the site in protest and barricaded access roads into the Pines. Nearly four

20 Linquest, Avery, MacDonald Baskerville, Contraband Tobacco and Organized Crime: An
International Perspective, 12.

21 Jamieson, South and Taylor, “Economic Liberalization and Cross-Border Crime: The North
American Free Trade Area and Canada’s Border with the U.S.A., Part I”, supra, 264.

22 James Sheptycki, “The Governance of Organised Crime in Canada”, Canadian Journal of
Sociology, vol.28 (2003): 508.
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months later, after an exchange of injunctions and arguments which saw the
Mohawks simply dig in, the Mayor of Oka ordered in the Quebec provincial
police to forcibly remove them. Force was met with force, however, and in the
ensuing violent conflict, a police officer was killed. The mayor’s actions solved
nothing and served only to greatly exacerbate the intensity and breadth of the
Mohawk’s protest. Within hours of the assault on the Pines, all roads leading
into Kahnesatake and Kahnawake (including major commuter routes and a
bridge into Montreal) were barricaded and guarded by Mohawk warriors.
Akwesasne, embroiled in local conflicts of its own over casinos on the reserve,
widened these to join the fray, as did aboriginal people and their supporters
across the country. For their part, the federal and provincial governments
refused to negotiate with the Mohawks as long as the barricades remained in
place, and first provincial, then federal police, and finally the Canadian Armed
Forces were sent in to reinforce the barricades set up by the state to ‘contain’
the conflict. With astonishing speed, what had started out as a  relatively
modest land claim festered into an unprecedented and unrivalled ‘Indian
uprising’ which lasted three long months.23

The Oka Crisis, as it has become known, marked a major turning point in
aboriginal/non-aboriginal relations in a country which had never seen an Indian
war,  and which had a measure of complacency about the situation of aboriginal
people generally.  Never before had aboriginal people risen so uniformly against
the state, and not since the Riel Rebellion of 1869-70 had they taken up arms to
reinforce the point. As well, the summer of 1990 signalled the first time since the
1970 October crisis that the federal government had mobilized the army against
those it considered citizens.24 The country was deeply shaken by the events of
that summer, and Indian-government relations would never be the same.

10 GOVERNANCE, GLOBALIZATION AND UNRULY POPULATIONS

23 Although Kahnawake took down their barricades in early September, it was not until another
twenty days had passed that the last ‘hold-outs’ in Kahnesatake surrendered and left the
Treatment Centre where they had mobilized their final stand. For additional information on the
Crisis, see: Linda Pertusati, In Defense of Mohawk Land. Ethnopolitical Conflict in Native North
America (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1997); Rick Hornung, One Nation Under
the Gun: Inside the Mohawk Civil War (Toronto: Stoddart, 1991); Geoffrey York, Loraine
Pindera, People of the Pines: The Warriors and the Legacy of Oka (Chicago: Little, Brown and
Company, 1991); summary above taken from:  www.hisotri.ca; for live footage of the crisis, 
see www.cbc.ca.

24 Charles Stuart, The Mohawk Crisis: A Crisis of Hegemony. Ottawa: University 
of Ottawa, Department of Criminology M.A Thesis, January 1993, 7.
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What is perhaps most interesting about the Oka Crisis for present purposes 
is the nature of the state’s attempts to undermine the land-based protest 
by extending and magnifying the criminal label it had previously applied to
Kahnawake and Akwesasne and the cross-border economy.  From the outset
of the crisis, the actions taken by the police to ‘control’ the situation were
characterised as legitimate efforts to restore law and order, and to remind the
Mohawks that ‘all Canadians’ must respect the ‘rule of law’.25 Yet Canadians
were capable of distinguishing the July 11th assault on the Mohawks
peacefully occupying the Pines as the strike that picked the fight, and even
those who were uncomfortable with the guns and violence which followed
understood that the Mohawk communities had been provoked.26

The Mohawks met the state’s efforts to criminalize their activism through the
media with press releases of their own, and they were careful to control as
much as possible the presentation of their communities and rights in the press.
Evidencing a shrewd and sophisticated understanding of public relations, the
Mohawks proved remarkably effective in securing public understanding of the
land-based issues which underpinned the crisis. And while opinions were
ultimately split on what the Mohawks had won in the battle for the Pines, there
was no doubt that they had won the war of public relations and initiated a new
awareness of aboriginal rights and issues among the Canadian public. It was an
important victory and a rude awakening for the Canadian state, which appeared
to have lost control over the right to define and control this – and by extension
potentially any other – ‘unruly population’. As framed by Stuart,

Public support for the Mohawk’s [sic] cause despite their 
use of violence threatened to undermine the rule of law as 
a fundamental component supporting the ideology of the 
liberal-democratic state. The Mohawk cause signified the
emergence of the Native people’s movement as a formidable
political force that had potential to present a direct challenge 
to the power and capital held by the state and dominant block.27

In the wake of this sundering of its hegemony over the definition and control
of the ‘Indian problem’, the state intensified its efforts to associate Mohawks
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27 Ibid., 37
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and their rights – cross-border and others – as inherently criminal and
menacing. By the mid-1990s, butt-legging was seen not only as an evil in 
and of itself, but as one ‘tentacle’ of a larger organized criminal threat to 
the Canadian state and society. Various police authorities publicly linked 
butt-legging activity with questionable elements of the Asian community as
well as with organized crime groups in Montreal and ‘other profit-seeking
racketeers’.28 If this were not enough to convince an unsuspecting public 
of the dangerousness of the contraband economy, its apparently inevitable
diversification might well have done so. By the end of 1994, Canadians were
warned that the pathways forged by cigarette smugglers were now followed
by smugglers carrying liquor – another product carrying much higher ‘sin
taxes’ in Canada than in the U.S.  Reports around this time asserted that
“seven native liquor distributors on the Akwesasne-St.Regis reserve were
taking delivery of five to seven truck loads a day” and that “New York State
tax investigators said that 97 percent of the alcohol shipped to the reserve
was smuggled into Canada”.29 The implication of this development was clear:
once the smuggling routes were opened, the nature of the commodities
transported through them was almost endless. It was only a matter of time
before the conduit carried drugs, weapons, illegal migrants30 – the possibilities,
and thus the threat – were myriad. 

Perhaps most importantly, in the months following the summer of 1990,
state and police representations of ‘cross-border organized crime’ assumed
increasingly overt political dimensions, as this was directly linked with funding
for future ‘violent activism’. In their 1993 Organized Crime Report, the
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28 Margaret E, Beare, ibid., 183.
29 Lindquest, Avery, MacDonald Baskerville, ibid, 15.
30 The CISC Annual Reports confirmed the threat, see. For example, Criminal Intelligence Services

Canada Annual Report 2002 (Ottawa, 2002) at www.cisc.gc.ca.
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Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police directly implicated ‘Mohawk Warriors’31

not only in the cross-border cigarette trade, but as direct suppliers of contraband
to organized crime groups in Toronto. They also warned Canadians that the
Warriors were using their ill-gotten gains to purchase semi-automatic weapons,
including AK-47 assault rifles32, reportedly the weapon of choice behind the
barricades in the summer of 1990. Additionally, there was evident concern that
the Mohawks were developing networks with western aboriginal communities
and counselling them in cross-border opportunities and how to exploit them. 
It was clear that, in the minds of some authorities, there were apparent and
important intersections between the cross-border economy, violence, political
activism and, apparently, terrorism.33 Long seen as an ‘unruly population’, the
Mohawks appeared poised to shift from unruly to downright unmanageable. 

Governing the Unruly Through the Governance of Organized Crime

The earliest reports of a north-south trade reach back into the 1700s, and 
thus struggle to qualify as cross-border crime insofar as they predate the
establishment of a Canada-U.S. border. In this era, the Mohawks of Kahnawake
and their southern brethren occupied a strategic middle ground between the
French colony in Canada and the British and Dutch traders to the south in New
York, who competed for territorial and economic dominance of northeastern
America. The French, who charged high prices for lower quality goods, had
access through their Indian allies to a much higher quality of peltry than did 
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31 It is important to recognize that much of the press around the cross-border economy and the Oka
Crisis spoke of “The Warriors” as a group of well-armed and well-organized criminals active on the
Mohawk reserves in both Canada and the United States, who were implicated in gambling and the
importation of weapons into Canada. While authorities both within and outside the communities 
at this juncture confirmed the reality of this ‘criminal gang’ (see especially John C. Thompson, “The
Long Fall of the Mohawk Warriors”, Gravitas, Summer (1996): 12-17), a more balanced perspective
may be seen in Linda Pertusati, In Defense of Mohawk Land. Ethnopolitical Conflict in Native
North America, ibid; or in Geoffrey York and Loraine Pindera, People of the Pines, (ibid.), this
depiction is countered by the more traditional perception of warriors as, quite simply, any adult male
Mohawk who does not occupy a hereditary chieftainship (which carries with it a prohibition on the
‘spilling of blood’). Regrettably this less dramatic warrior figured little in popular press coverage and
imagery of the Oka Crisis.

32 Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police, Organized Crime Committee Report (Ottawa: August
1993), n.p.; Margaret E. Beare. “Organized Corporate Criminality: Corporate Complicity in Tobacco
Smuggling”, in Margaret E. Beare, (ed.), Critical Reflections on Transnational Organized Crime,
Money Laundering, and Corruption (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003), 190.

33 Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police, Organized Crime Committee Report, ibid, 189.
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the British to the south, who offered superior goods for lower prices. The
Mohawks, who controlled much of the territory separating the two markets,
were quick to turn this situation to their advantage: French Indian allies were
intercepted before reaching the traders at Montreal, and their furs were
‘purchased’ by Mohawks, who then diverted them south via Lake Champlain
and the Albany River (the ‘Mahican channel’) to New York posts, where they
secured a significant profit. 

The French railed against the trade, which greatly weakened their fur trade
economy. At first, they tried to compete with New York by offering similar
goods for trade. Regrettably, once British goods had been imported from
England, or French manufacturers contracted to produce similar products, prices
were far from competitive. These strategies failing, the colonial government
enacted controls which restricted to a select few those traders able to legally
receive peltries – this amounted to naught as the Mohawks simply continued 
to intercept furs before they reached the posts, or traded only with those
merchants residing in Kahnawake in particular.34 A very cautious stationing of a
French garrison in the Mohawk village under the pretence of protecting it from
British and Iroquois incursions proved of little effect, as did the positioning of
French soldiers along the Mahican channel, as these were quickly corrupted 
and co-opted into the profitable illicit trade. The French seemed incapable of
stemming the flow of furs to other markets, and they had few allies – whether
Indian or British – in their resistance to the trade.

After 1750, it became apparent that this arrangement was supported and
maintained by highly-placed persons on both sides of the Montreal-Albany trade,
who were able even in the embattled last moments of the French regime to keep
the channels through which the trade flowed open and free of strife. In a scenario
that is uncannily reminiscent of the involvement of the R.J. Reynolds Company in
the modern cigarette trade, William Johnson, a trader-turned-diplomat who was
charged with administration of Indian Affairs in New York after 1756, conspired
with his in-laws, the powerful Delancey family, whose wealth was derived almost
entirely from the illicit trade, to keep the trade out of the line of fire. Approached

34 I have discussed this trade in considerable detail elsewhere. See, for example, Jane Dickson-
Gilmore and Michael Woodiwiss, “The History of Native Americans and the Misdirected Study
of Organized Crime”, Global Crime, forthcoming, April 2008.
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by military officials who complained that “a few men of considerable estates’35

were interfering with the war against New France by their interests in the trade,
Johnson demurred. As one of those men, Johnson ensured that the Delanceys
withheld funds from military campaigns which would disrupt the trade; he also
used his connections with the Iroquois to ensure the Mohawks remained
steadfastly – and profitably – neutral in the wars to come.36

Nearly three centuries separate the Montreal-Albany trade and the modern
cross-border economy; a juncture which was certainly not free of continual
cross-border activity by Mohawks residing in both Canada and the United
States. And yet, with the notable exception of the colonial government’s
response to the Montreal-Albany trade in the latter half of the eighteenth
century, and Canada’s vociferous reaction against the modern cross-border
economy after 1985, the state appears to have approached the Mohawks’
activities with a measure of ambivalence bordering upon indifference. Why
would this be so? Why would a practise which was pursued with relative
consistency receive such inconsistent governance? 

It would seem too simplistic an answer to posit that it was the sheer magnitude
of the illicit trade in both junctures which defined the intensity of state
responses, insofar as we know little about the undulations in the trade over
time. It is apparent that, over the 1970s and 1980s some Mohawks attempted
to prod the state into making a definitive statement about cross-border rights,
and that these provocations commonly involved upping the ante of goods
transported over the international boundary.37 As well, it appears that, with 
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35 ‘George Clinton to William Johnson’, in The Papers of Sir William Johnson, ed, James Sullivan,
14 vols. (Albany: The State University of New York, 1921-1965), vol. 1, 87-88.

36 Francis Jennings, Empire of Fortune, Crowns, Colonies & Tribes in the Seven Years War in
America (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1988), 75-80; 162-163.

37 For example, the action which ultimately prompted the decision in Mitchell v. M.N.R., supra, involved
a Mohawk from Akwesasne ‘importing’ a substantial array of goods across the border. This activity
was preceded by others, as I understand it, which appear to have garnered either a very limited or
low profile response, or none at all. 
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the exception of a single, poorly executed police raid on two cigarette shops in
198738, Canadian authorities did not engage in any significant, direct attempts
to regulate the trade until after 1990, and possibly as late as 1994, with their
creation of the Criminal Intelligence Services Canada’s “Anti-Smuggling
initiative”.  Rather, it appears that, for much of the epoch punctuating the two
primary periods of cross-border activities, the Mohawks simply came and went,
and the entire cross-border business maintained a rather low-profile.

So how might we understand the two periods of most intensive repression of
cross-border rights, and can the earlier period illuminate the practices of the
present tense?  If we look first to the state response to the Montreal-Albany trade,
we see that much of the efforts expended by the government of New France
were hampered by the realities of their context. In the initial era of cross-border
activity – notwithstanding how incipient and undefined that border may have
been at the time – the ability of the French regime to control the Montreal-Albany
trade was limited and contingent. It was influenced by a wide range of interests,
whether local (administration and control of their own settlers and merchants),
national (the establishment of a New France in the New World, consistent with
the interests of a distant but not entirely disinterested sovereign, as well as those
of the Catholic Church) or international (defence of New France against others
with colonial pretensions, especially the British, as well as against the contrary
intentions of aboriginal nations in the area of New France).  Surrounded by
apparently more autonomous entities, and dependent upon their friendship 
or sufferance for their survival, the French in the new world had limited
manoeuvrability. In few other contexts was this contingency more apparent 
than in the governance of the ‘illicit trade’.

Like other colonizing powers, the French interest in the northeast was first and
foremost economic: to continue to exist as a colony, New France would have 
to succeed as a corporate entity, which meant turning a profit in the fur 
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38 In that year the RCMP sent in a well-armed unit which raided two cigarette shops, one of whom
was owned and run by a woman elder who was a close relative of a highly-regarded local
leader. The police stormed the tiny shop, confiscated the contents and were photographed
throwing the woman roughly to the ground, where she was hand-cuffed and held at gun point.
Insofar as the woman was not legally in the wrong to be in possession of the cigarettes, and few
Canadians appreciated the threat posed by selling a legitimate commodity to a willing consumer
(who, incidentally, was not legally permitted to possess tax- and duty-free cigarettes), the raid
was rather a public relations disaster for the police. To my knowledge, there was no repeat of
this sort of police response until the summer of 1990.
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trade. To do this, New France had to contend effectively with international
competition – first from the Dutch, and later from the British, and this in turn
required international cooperation with Mohawks and other aboriginal nations
in their midst. To the degree that the French regime was dependent upon those
latter nations to succeed both in trade and colonization, their power to control
the Mohawks and direct their own policy choices was limited. They needed 
to try to control the illicit trade in order to protect their own economic interests,
but they could not afford to act, or be seen to act, directly against the Mohawks 
of Kahnawake or their allies, because they could not afford to have them 
turn against the French and ally with the British in war (as they ultimately 
did). Control of the trade had to be delicate and indirect: open criminalization
and censure of the Mohawks or their activities was not an option.

The complicated larger context which informed and mediated the response of 
the French colonial state to the Montreal-Albany trade betrays some interesting
commonalities with the modern Canadian state, which of necessity functions 
in a global world where its own authority and efficacy appear increasingly
contingent and mediated by others. Like the French in the era of colonial
expansion, Canada at the time of the rise of the cross-border economy was 
facing a brave new global world, and one in which “there was much talk about
the relative decline in the power of the state” in the face of globalisation.39

If New France was left largely alone to govern its affairs and police its borders,
Canada at the sunset of the twentieth century was confronting a growing fear
that, in the face of globalization, the state as we know it would whither and fall
into increasing irrelevance. 

Globalization and its attendant fears over the ‘hollowing out’ of the state
contributed in turn to a larger insecurity about society in general. As Sheptycki
reminds us, “people worried, during the 1990’s, that society was becoming
ungovernable…perceptions of a rising tide of serious criminality peppered
globalisation-crisis-talk”.40 If the state was, in fact, facing a crisis of efficacy,
then the perception of a crime wave presented an interesting opportunity to
avert the crisis, for if there was one location where state rights went largely
unquestioned, it was in the realm of law and order.41 And if the state had clear
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39 James Sheptycki, “The Governance of Organized Crime in Canada”, Canadian Journal of
Sociology vol.28 (2003): 507.

40 Sheptycki, ibid, 510-511.
41 Sheptycki, ibid.
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authority to govern crime, this authority was magnified in direct proportion to
the threat presented by the crime. Hence the rise of a perception of organized
crime, and thanks to globalization even here, transnational organized crime:

Concern about organized crime…allowed for the reassertion 
of the modernist Weberian dictum, which claims for the state 
a monopoly over the legitimate use of force in the governance 
of a specified population and defined territory.42

In the Canadian context, insecurities about state power in the face of
globalization were also accompanied by the painful ambivalence of the state
in the face of growing, and increasingly effective, aboriginal activism. In the
wake of the 1987 Kahnawake smoke shop raids, Canadian authorities had
become much more circumspect in their surveillance and efforts to control
cross-border activities on reserve. Public support for police action against the
Mohawks was inconsistent, and the reactions of Canada and Quebec to the
Oka crisis underlined this fact and the fragility of that support when police
ventured into such highly politicized areas as land claims.  As discussed earlier,
the sympathies of the Canadian media and the audience they influenced lay
largely with the Mohawks during the summer of 1990 – a reality which shook
the state and challenged their monopoly on the rule of law and the definition
of aboriginal rights.  Thus in Canada in the last two decades of the twentieth
century, we witnessed not only the ‘existentialist crisis’ of the state
precipitated by globalisation, but also a larger, international rush to reassert
order and control in the face of an alleged rise in crime and, more specifically,
organized crime. This ‘organised crime wave’ proved highly instrumentalist 
for the state, insofar as it paved the way for the reassertion of the state’s
monopoly over law and order through enhanced surveillance and policing 
of suspect populations and activities.43 The organised crime threat thus
provided to the state an opportunity to ‘govern through crime’.44
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42 Ibid., 507.
43 Ibid., 511.
44 Jonathan Simon, “Governing through Crime”, in Lawrence M. Friedman and George Fisher,

eds., The Crime Conundrum: Essays on Criminal Justice (Oxford: West view Press, 1997), 177;
in Sheptycki, ibid.
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The intensification of cross-border activity by the Mohawks after 1985 was
merely the most recent instalment of ‘unruly’ behaviour by an aboriginal
community which had a protracted history of stubborn independence and 
non-compliance with state interests. Their consistent assertions of ongoing
sovereignty, which include the carrying of passports confirming their citizenship
in the Mohawk Nation and membership in the Iroquois Confederacy45, absolute
defence of their aboriginal and land rights (in addition to Oka, there had been
the occupation of ‘Ganienkeh’, a piece of traditional territory in upper New York
State), and maintenance of a shadow traditional government alongside the
state-sanctioned Band Council, had rendered the Mohawks champions of
aboriginal rights in Canada and an historic thorn in the side of the Canadian
state. They were, unquestionably, a group which the state had long experienced
considerable difficulty in governing.

It hardly seems surprising, then, that the same state which was struggling with
its own issues around efficacy and control, and which had leapt freely onto the
band wagon trumpeting the apparently pervasive threat of organized crime, 
saw a major part of that threat residing within one of its historically most unruly
populations. Unsure of how precisely to regulate the cross-border economy, 
and struggling with the devilish details of treaty and aboriginal rights which
appeared to legitimate that economy, the Canadian state expanded its fears
over insecure borders and organized crime to include the ‘fractious Mohawks’
and their ‘butt-legging’. Recasting the cross-border economy as an organized
crime threat facilitated a range of state goals, including providing an apparently
legitimate justification for increased surveillance of Mohawk communities 
and their activities generally. If that surveillance also happened to capture
conversations about activism or any of the small acts of defiance practised 
by these internal colonies, such information was merely the collateral gain 
of important and necessary crime control activities. 

If cross-border activities provided the opportunity to escalate even slightly 
the policing of the communities of the contraband corridor, the activism of the
summer of 1990 redoubled it. Close associations between the cross-border
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45 The Iroquois Confederacy began to issue their own passports to members of this ancient group some
time ago. Many Mohawks of Kahnawake carry these passports, in addition to Canadian documents
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which are prepared to recognize them. 
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economy, the smuggling of restricted weapons, ‘criminal gangs’ such as the
‘Warriors’ involved in casinos, gambling and organized crime in Akwesasne,
and the ‘violent activism’ of the Oka Crisis, were a consistent element of the
state’s message over the course of that summer.46 That this message was not
always welcomed by the bulk of the Canadian public was problematic, but 
did not result in a significant recasting of the law and order rhetoric which it
informed. Instead, in the wake of the crisis and the ongoing and escalating
cross-border economy, the state appears to have persisted in presenting the
Mohawk communities of the contraband corridor and their cross-border
activities as especially threatening. Whereas previous to 1990 such activity
had been conceptualized within a classic ‘criminal avarice perspective’, 
after that summer aboriginal organized crime was characterized as inherently
political – the seeking of profits from smuggling any of a range of commodities
was tied up with ongoing Mohawk political activism and the ongoing assertion
of aboriginal sovereignty which underlay it. Insofar as no country has room 
for more than one sovereignty – and Canada already faced the white noise 
of Quebec’s claims to sovereign status – Mohawk activism constituted an
implicit threat to the integrity of the country as a whole. The rising spectre 
of organized crime thus presented to the Canadian state an opportunity not
only to reassert and reinforce its dominion over law and order, but it also
provided a means by which to entrench its governance of an especially 
unruly population.  

Conclusion

It is difficult to deny the intriguing symmetry of events which lead to the
definition of the Mohawks’ cross-border economy as ‘aboriginal-based
organised crime’, and perhaps more especially to the linkage of this somehow
more menacing criminal activity with political activism and, above all, terrorism.
Unable to succeed in the competition for public opinion in the summer of 1990,
the state massaged the ‘law and order’ message it had emphasized throughout
the crisis. The rhetoric now had less to do with justifying the allegedly equal
application of the law to Mohawks as to all other Canadians, and much more to
do with explaining to Canadians the magnitude of threat and harm presented
by the apparent willingness of the Mohawks to participate in organized crime.
Riding on the general climate of insecurity and fear implicit in the brave new
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46 Stuart, The Mohawk Crisis: A Crisis of Hegemony.
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world of globalization, Canadians understood too that, while the Mohawks
were hardly the ‘mafia’, there was also something very worrying about
‘aboriginal-based organized crime’.  And while the latter provided grounds for
the state to act purposively against organized crime, it also seems plausible to
suggest that the popularization of aboriginal organized crime gave Canadians
pause for thought around aboriginal self-governance, which in turn permitted
the state to interpose itself more purposively in matters of self-determination
and rights, slowing the movement to a more ‘manageable’ pace and enabling 
a greater measure of control over the process by the state.

And if Canadians had difficultly reconciling the cross-border economy with 
their more popular mafia-based understanding of organized crime, they had 
less difficulty with the traditional view of these criminals as very much the
‘other’ within otherwise law-abiding societies. From the outset, the state’s
construction of the cross-border economy and organized crime was very much
one which, as Jamieson et al assert, cast this activity as that of the ‘ethnic
other’. Police responses to ‘aboriginal-based organised crime’ carried with them
a “demonizing [of] ethnic minority groups as a whole (as if organized crime is 
in some sense a matter of a general cultural preference of particular peoples)”
which reinforced the status quo as well as the state’s right to enforce it. Perhaps
most importantly, however, by reinforcing feelings of distance and difference
between the Mohawk participants in the cross-border economy, and what is
euphemistically known as TROC (‘The Rest of Canada’, albeit in a somewhat
different manner), and casting that activity as an undue menace, the state 
was provided with additional means by which to entrench their powers of
governance over an historically unruly population, while at the same time
reasserting their authority and power in an era when these were perceived 
to be under threat. 

As Shepticki framed the matter, in ‘aboriginal-based organized crime’ the
Canadian state has discovered a means to governance of the Mohawks (and
aboriginal people generally by implication) through the governance of organized
crime, and in so-doing, they have both reinforced their own sense of security 
in the increasingly insecure ‘global world’ and reasserted their ‘right’ to control
fractious minorities.
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ECCLES CENTRE FOR AMERICAN STUDIES PLENARY LECTURES AT THE
BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF CANADIAN STUDIES ANNUAL CONFERENCE

2006 Abenaki People From Where the Sun Rises, by Alanis Obomsawin
(unpublished presentation)

2007 Hunting, Shooting and Phishing: New Cybercrime Challenges 
for CyberCanadians in the 21st Century, by David S. Wall

THE ECCLES CENTRE was founded by David and Mary Eccles in 1991. Based 
at the British Library – which houses one of the world’s foremost collections of
American books, manuscripts, journals, newspapers and sound recordings – the
Centre has two broad aims: to increase awareness and use of the Library’s North
American holdings, and to promote and support the study of North America 
in schools and universities in the United Kingdom.

The Centre’s programme includes lectures, conferences, concerts, seminars,
teacher and student events and web based study resources. The Centre works 
in co-operation with the Library’s American curatorial team, with members of 
the American Studies community in the UK, and with other partners interested 
in the advancement of knowledge about America. The focus of the Eccles Centre
is on North America, in particular the US and Canada, but can extend to include
the hemispheric, comparative and international topics in which the US and 
Canada play a major part.

Full details of the Eccles Centre’s programme can be found at
www.bl.uk/ecclescentre
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